Three Original EBooks from John Mattone
“John Mattone is one of the World’s innovative thinkers in the field of executive
development and human capital management.” —HR Executive Magazine
JOHN MATTONE is widely regarded as the world’s leading authority on the future trends of leadership development and talent
management. He was recently named by Thinkers50 as one of the fastest rising stars in the field of leadership development.
The Thinkers50 is the definitive global ranking of management thinkers and is published every two years. John was ranked as
one of the world’s emergent thought leaders on the 2011 Thinkers50 “Guru Radar” list.

Powerful Executive
Coaching
Leaders can make or
break a company—which
is why coaches are so
crucial. Effective
coaching can ensure that
executives reach their
peak potential and drive
organizational results.
Powerful Executive
Coaching delivers a
concise, but powerful
look at how to coach current leaders and high
potentials. It goes straight to the core
components of successful coaching: assessing and
enhancing the essential inner-core attributes (i.e.,
resilience, empathy, creativity) and outer-core
skills and competencies (i.e., decision-making,
critical thinking, communication) required of
excellent leaders.

Powerful Succession Planning
An alarming “brain drain” of executive talent is projected for
the coming years as retirement looms for many . . . yet few
replacements have been groomed to fill their shoes. Highpotential candidates account for less than 8 percent to 10
percent of the talent pool. Identifying, developing, and
retaining these emerging leaders is a mission-critical challenge
for CEOs, senior executives, managers, and HR directors.
Powerful Succession Planning provides a succinct but
thorough overview of how to develop a succession planning
and management program. The Succession Planning Map™
helps guide the process, aligning vision and values with the
actual steps and processes that make up an effective
program. The five-step “nuts and bolts” plan for any talent assessment/succession
management effort includes conducting planning meetings, building design architecture,
documenting outcomes, and implementing the program. Nine key assessment tools used to
calibrate potential leaders’ performance, potential, and readiness are identified and
described, with detailed information on the strengths of each. Lastly, a succession
management diagnostic tool helps any organization quickly gauge the health of its
succession planning process.
ISBN: 978-0-8144-3272-3, 39 pages, EBook Price: $2.99

Including carefully selected worksheets and tools,
Powerful Executive Coaching explains some of the
most critical skills, such as how to:
• Handle a coaching intervention
• Prepare individual development plans

Powerful Performance Management

• Structu re and conduct coaching effectively

To survive in today’s hypercompetitive marketplace, leaders
must find ways to elevate the performance of their employees.
By continuously setting higher goals to strive for, strengthening
employee competencies via coaching, and providing feedback
to employees, leaders can create a positive performance cycle
that leads to improved individual and team performance and,
ultimately, stronger operating results for the organization.

• Interpret feedback
• Deal with resistance
• And promote self-awareness.
It’s just what you need, and only what you need,
to get started on high-impact coaching that will
drive leaders to success.
ISBN: 978-0-8144-3268-6, 55 pages,
EBook Price: $3.99

Collection of
3 Mattone EBooks:

This action guide covers the three stages of performance
management: goal-setting, coaching, and performance review.
It includes step-by-step instructions and tips, the 10 elements of
positive performance management, the five steps to preparing
for a review, guidance on how to prepare the employee and
engage them during the review, the most effective steps you can take to improve
performance, and more.

$9.99

ISBN: 978-0-8144-3270-9, 49 pages, EBook Price: $3.99

Another EBook Exclusive!

12 Steps to Power Presence by JOHN BALDONI
12 Steps to Power Presence demonstrates ways managers can improve their presence strategically
and tactically to develop the trust of their people, so that they can accomplish their goals and the
goals of the organization. Each chapter guides you through one step in the process of discovering,
developing, and delivering on your leadership presence.
In 2011, Leadership Gurus International ranked John No. 11 on its list of the world’s top 30 leadership
experts. He is a regular online contributor to CBS MoneyWatch, Inc, and Harvard Business Review.
978-0-8144-1691-4, EBook Price: $9.95
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